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Twilight and Evening
Program Gaining Interest
Many area residents are
expressing interest and some
already registering for courses
offered during late afternoons, evenings and Saturdays
of the Fall Semester at Prairie
View A&M .
Late registration extends
through September
14.
Courses include regular and
special type offerings designed
to meet the needs of working
adults. Most courses are
basically designed to provide
practical help for anyone
seeking to improve skills, save

25-YEAR SERVICE AWARDS - Faculty and Staff members pictured above received special honon during The
Annual Banquet for having reached their 25th year of service at the University. They are (L-R) Alandrus Peterson
Superintendent, Laundry-Dry Cleaning; Leroy Marion, Dean of Men; Mrs. Olivette Higgs, Head, Department of Fore~
Languages; Mrs. Gazella Booth, Librarian; Dr. Marion Henry, Head, Department of Educational Technology; and Dr. Jewel
Berry, Professor of Biology.
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Three Honored

Academic Term 1981-82

Midshipmen Attend Naval

Science Summer Institute
Naval ROTC Midshipmen
Third Class Troy W. Kinney,
Warren A. Blackmon and
Xavier C. Smith were selected
as Distinguished Midshipmen
while attending the Naval
Science Institute Summer
Program at Newport, Rhode
Island. MIDN Kinney earned
awards in leadership and
athletics while MIDN Blackmon and MIDN Smith both
earned academic honors and
scholarship
nominations.
These men were part of some
309 Naval ROTC Midshipmen
from NROTC Units throughout the nation participating in
the program. 21 other
midshipmen from Prairie View
A & M participated and
proudly represented the
NROTC Unit and Prairie
View A&M University.

1981

Other Prairie View students
who attended the Naval
Science Institute included:
Donna Anderson
Andre Banks
John Bedford
Warren A. Blackmon
David W. Butler
Cleon T. Dixon
Darrell D. Edwards
Valerie Y. Gaiter
Howard B. Goodie
Micheal D. Harrell
Steven C. Henderson
William J. Howard III
Douglas R. Hubbard
Troy W. Kinney
Reginald L. Lawson
Kenneth Londow
Douglas R. Malone
Harold D. Mayfield
Kevin R. Padgitt
Darrell F. Robertson
Johnson Rollins

Begins on Positive Note
Prairie View A&M University began its 104th Academic
Year on September l, with
enrollment prospects looking
good and operating on the
largest budget in the history of
the institution.
Coninued improvement of
physical facilities is a major
objective for 1981-82 and over
the next five year period. It is
the goal of the university to
have first class facilities
available in every department
and division of the institution.
Work is expected to continue
until the goal is reached.
Gayron Scurlock
Xavier Smith
Marilyn D. Thomas

Increases in salaries for
faculty and staff and several
other positive moves are
giving rise to hopes for a
challenging and productive
year ahead.

Texas A&M Gets
New President
Dr. Frank E. Vandiver bas
been named the new president
of Texas A&M University,
effective September I.
Vandiver, an eminent military historian, was serving as
president of North Texas State
University and previously
served as provost and vice
president of Rice University.

Career Festival to Attract
Major Agencies and Companies
Over seventy major companies and agencies will have
representatives at Prairie View
A&M on September 23 to
participate in the 11th Annual
Career Festival.
Sponsored by the Division
of Career Education and
Placement, the one-day event
will begin at 9:00 a.m. in
Alumni Hall. Company representatives will discuss various
job opportunities in their
organizations.
Individual
company booths will be
located in Alumni Hall (all
levels) and will remain open
until 5:00 p.m.

Father Jerome G. LeDoux,
S.V.D. bas been named pastor
(effective September 15) at St.
Martin de Porres Catholic
parish in Prairie View and
Newman Chaplain at Prairie
View A&M.
A native of Lake Charles,
Louisiana, Father LeDoux
was the first black chaplain at
Xavier University, New Orleans. He was an associate

Bubara Adams

professor and
chairman of
theology at
Xavier.
He was ordained to the
priesthood in
1957. Following ordina"LeDoax
tion he pursued graduate studies at the
Sff LeDOUX, Page J

Rep. Delco Addresses
Phi Delta Kappa Meet

Barbara Adams, a Junior
engineering major, represented the female junior
fellows during The Annual
Faculty Staff Banquet held in
Alumni Hall, on Friday,
August 28.
She received an award from
President A. I. Thomas and
spoke briefly to other student
leaders, faculty and staff
members. Miss Adams served
as an intern at Bell
Laboratories during the summer.

Clyde Pikes who also was
an intern during the summer
(Mobil Oil) spoke for the Male
Junior Fellow Group.

All faculty members are encouraged to bring their classes
to the Career Festival. This
affair should provide the
students with pertinent information about the companies and an awareness of
the various career options as it
relates to their own chosen
fidd.
All Prairie View A&M
University graduating seniors
and alumni with definite
career plans are especially
encouraged to attend this
affair. However, this affair
was planned to encompass all
students.

Newman Chaplain Assigned
To PV, Catholic Parish

Engineering Student Speaks
For Female Junior Fellows

PIKES REPRF.SENTS
MALE FELLOWS

money, achieve self-reliance
and overall personal development.
Practically all department
of the university offer evening
and Saturday classes. Details
concerninig specific courses
are available at departmental
offices. Registration and
general information are available at the Admissions, and
Registrar's offices.
The overall program 1
under the direction of Dr
Waymon Webster and Ms.
Erna Massiah, Telephone
(713) 857-3829.

TONY BROWN ON CAMPUS - The columnist, writer and chief promoter of the
National SAVE BLACK COLLEGES Movement was keynote speaker for recent Student
Leadership Programs and The Faculty-Staff Conference. He was presented by President A.
I. Tbomu Jllld student l~er Deborah Hawkins from Chicago.

Texas State Representative
the Honorable Wilhelmina
Delco, Cbairman of the House
Higher Education committee
was the keynote speaker at the
Diamond Jubilee Soire'e of the
Prairie View A & M University
Chapter of the PHI DELTA
KAPP A professional Education Fraternity on Saturday,
September 5.
The event got underway at
8:00 p.m. at the Adam's Mark
Hotel, 2900 Briarpark at
Westheimer, Houston, Texas.
Representative Delco presented Legislative Briefs affecting educational equality in
Texas. The Charles Gilpin
Players of Prairie View A&M
university's Drama Department were also on program at
the Soire's.
Phi Delta Kappa is a
professional education fraternity dedicated to the promotion and improvement of
publicly supported and universally available education. POK
was founded in 1906 and is
currently celebrating its seventy-fifth anniversay.
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Test Dates For National Teacher Exams Announced

Midshipman

* PCS Accepted

Gets Honors

By David Wells
Troy Kinney of Prairie View
A&M University, exemplified
the traits of leadership, and
command of athletics brilliantly as he received honor
for both categories at the
Naval Science Institute in
Newport, Rhode Island, this
summer.
There were midshipmen
from SS colleges and universities throughout the country
attending NSI.
NSI prepares students '\ho
will enter the Naval Reserve
Officer Training Corp program in their junior year.
This summer NSI offered
two programs regular and
NEW STUDENT ORIENTATION - Dr. Joabanna Tbomu, Office of Academic special. Regular is just the
Affairs, is shown addressing new students during orientation activities. Student leaders standard six week program
pictured wen also on the program.
and special entails and
additional four week cruise on
a ship.
The following students were
special NSJ attendants: Donna
Anderson, aeon Dixon, VaAlpha Phi Alpha Fraternity, average are acknowledged at
lerie Gaiter, Marilyn Thomas
Inc. was founded with state, regional, and national
Sixty Midshipmen returned and Steven Henderson.
scholarship, brotherhood, al- conventions. Scholarships are
Also special were: Douglas
to
the camous of Prairie View
truism, and leadership being awarded to brothers who have
the distinguishing characteris- made outstanding academic A&M University this semester Hubbard, Troy Kinney, Regiafter having cruised the nald Lawson, Kenneth Lontics of an Alpha. Since 1906 achievements.
dow and Harold Mayfield.
prespective members of this
Another trait is brother- Atlantic and Arctic Oceans,
Next were Douglas Malone,
fraternity have been evaluated hood. Alpha Phi Alpha is the Caribbean and Mediterraaccording to these characteris- fraternal brotherhood - a nean Seas. Midshipman Har- Kevin Padgitt, Johnson Rollins, Xavier Smith, and
tics.
mutual affectionate associa- old Dockins, this semester's Scurlock Gaylon.
1219 Fall Street
Battalion
Commander,
cruised
Being a collegiate organiz.a- tion of men with a common
Regular NSI students were
tion, scholastic excellence is purpose. If a brother needs 90 days on a submarine from
Waller, Texas 77484
emphasized. Members must assistance with anything, the Scotland to under the ice of Darryl Edwards, Michael
maintain above average other brothers offer their the Arctic Ocean. Midshipman Harrell, Howard Goodie,
172-2111
grades. Undergraduate bro- financial, laborious, or moral Tmunie Harrison commenced John Bedford and Darrel
Robertson.
thers and chapters with the support. For example, if a
affecting
the
plight
of
Black
highest overall grade point brother was visiting somepeople.
his cruise through Venice and
where and needed a place to
To sum it all up, an Alpha Nice to Naples where he
stay, he will always have a
must have scholarship, bro- embarked his ship to cruise
place to stay as long as there is
therhood, altruism and leaderTechnkal Majors:
a brother nearby. This ship. Even though a person the Meditteranean. Several
Midshipmen cruised the
brotherhood extends internamay be an Alpha be is always Cardbbean Sea and visited
tionally as weU as nationally.
pledging: he is continuously such places as Freeport, and
Although the brothers pledging to uphold the traits Cuba. Others trained in San
possess a mutual concern for that have made Alpha Phi Diego, California. All rethe welfare of each other, they Alpha a fraternity of distinc- turned to prairie View A&M
still remain unselfishly con- tion
University with many salty sea
cerned about the welfare of
All young men who would stories.
others altruism. The lite to be an active part of this
Alphas have recently donated tradition of distinction are
There is no dignity quite so
a million dollars to the United invited to attend the fall
impressive, and no indepenNegro College Fund, the Smoker.
dence quite so important, as ·
National Association for the
Associate Edilor to Sphinx living within your means_
I
Advancement of Colored
Ronald Morgan
-CaMn Coolidge
You're a self-starter. U.S. Steel is a company on the move, and we're
People, and the National
looking for people with the initiative to tackle major projects and push them
Urban League. The brothers
through to completion.
have always been engaged in
community service projects.
□ You're a mt thinker. While the clock ticks, you may have to make
Alphas must also possess a
decisions im1olving the future of thousands of U.S. Steel people-and the insense
of leadership. Dr. Martin
vestment of millions of dollars.
Luther King, Jr.. , Andrew
Young and Diet Gregory □ You're a team player. Ata dynamic place like U.S. Steel guiding and
such are the prominent leaders
motivating others is likely to be an import.ant part of your career in
management
of Alpha Phi Alpha. Whether
ON CAMPOS INlUIVIIEWS
socially educational, or politically, Alphas have been and
Today U.S. Steel is a whole lot more
Money is good Fringe benefits are
still are leaders in areas
October 15th
than the nation's largest steelmaker.
liberal And you can take advantage of
We're in chemicals, with annual
a variety ofcontinuing personal-develsales of over$1 billion. We're in resource
opment programs-including tuiti9n
development, ready to fill industry"s
refund.
growing needs for coal iron ore, uraVisit your placement office and
nium and other vital materials. We build
check out the openings our representacomplex structures aU over the country.
tive plans to discuss. But don't wony if
We offer engineering services all over
what interests you most happens not
the world. And that's far from all
to be on the list. Just write us with
Join us, and you're immediately a
your qualifications: DaYe Bates, College
at
full-fledged member of our manageRelations, U.S. Steel 600 Grant St.,
ment team Your opportunity for
Pittsburgh, PA 15230. An equal
advancement is as brigt-t as you are.
opportunity employer.

* STUDENTS
RECEIVE

10%

DISCOUNT

on all

Pa•SCRIPl'IONS
with ID

Alphas: '•en of Distinction"

Globe Trotters
Return to PV

WALLER
PHARMACY

U.S. Steel invites you
to check out a career
in management.

D

A Career For You •••

ILLINOIS POWER COMPANY

DR. Moore
PHYSICAL FITNESS Dr. Leroy Moore has been
appointed by P·resident
Thomas to serve as liaison
representative with the
Governor's Commission on
Physical Fitness.
According to the execu·
tive director of the Commission, Albert A. "Sonny"
Rocker, the Commission's
current State Health Plan
will emphasize Employee
Health Fitness.

Gray's

Bar-B-Que
Meet the U.S. Steel representative
on~pus:

Mon., Oct. 12

United States Steel

Waller

Students completing teacher
preparation programs and
advanced degree candidates in
specific fields may take. the
National Teacher Exammations on any of three different
test dates in 1981-82. Educational Testing Service, the
nonprofit, educational organization that administers this
testing program, said today
that the tests will be given
November 14, 1981, February
20, 1982 and April 17, 1982 at
test centers throughout the
United States.
Results of the National
Teacher Examinations are
considered by many large
school districts as one of
several factors in the selection
of new teachers and used by
several states for the credentialling of teachers or licensing
of advanced candidates. Some
colleges require all seniors
preparing to teach to take the
examinations.

PIZZA

subject they expect to teach.
Prospective registrants
should contact the school
districts in which they seek
employment, state agencies in
which they seek certification or
licensing, their colleges or the
appropriate educational asso-

ciation for advice about which tration form. Copies may
examinations to take and when be obtained from college
to take them.
placement officers, school
The NTE Balled.a of Infor- personnel departments, or
mation contains a list of test directly from National Teacher
centers and general _infor- Examinations, Box 911, ~umation avout the exami- cational Testing Service,
nations, as well as a regis- Princeton, New Jersey 08541.

Welcome: Students, Faculty, Staff
The members of the Safety
and Security Department wish
to welcome students faculty
and staff members back for
the 1981-82 school term. With
your support and cooperation
the department will provide
a safe and secure environment for the University. As

LeDoux CONTINUED from Page 1
Gregorian University, Rome,
four years earning a doctoral
degree in Church Law and a
master's degree in Sacred
Theology.
Father LeDoux is a member
of the Black Catholic Clergy
Caucus, Ministries to Blacks
in Higher Education and The
Catholic Campus Ministry
Association.

before the department will
have a column in the panther
with information as relates to
departmental activity. The
Security department tries to
always have a positive attitude
and a positive approach to all
situations, however there are
times we will have a negative
attitude and approach with the
intentions of achieving positive results.
We are in the process of
registering vehicles for the Fall
term. All vehicles operated on
campus by students and
faculty/staff members after
September 22, 1981 must
display a valid campus decal.

A review of the traffic and
parking regulations will be
published in the next issue of
the Panther.
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HEMPSTEAD. TEXAS

FEATURING THE NEW SALAD BAR

Private Dining Area
Will Accommodate Up to 150.
FOR BANQUETS - PARTIES - BUSINESS MEETINGS

Hempstead

Texas

Schwarz Inc.
"105

'}juiu

of C!ontlnuaus. .S£wlu"

COMPLETE DEPARTMENT STORE
and

FURNITURE STORE

Try Our New

On each full day of testing,
registrants may take the
Common Examinations, which
measure their professional
preparation and general educational background, and/or
an Area Examination that
measures their mastery of the

Safety and Security
Department

PV-ites

Get A Special
WELCOME

THREE

THE PRAIRIE VIEW PANTHER
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~t' s. a pluu~u dol.n!J 6U£UUu wUh you

Tai. 826-2466

P. 0. Box 535

Hempstead, Texas

GULF RECRUITER ON CAMPUS:
October 8, 1981
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Welcome:

Kollar Korner
Welcome!
Focus Your Minds

New and Returning Student
lets Have A Good Year

********************
Predominantly Black Colleges
FederalFunds forAgriculture
Research Approved in July
The House with objection
approved a $10 million yearly
financing program that will
benefit agricultural research at
17 colleges originally set up for
black students, including
Prairie View A&M University
in Texas.
"It's an attempt to catch up,
to upgrade their research
facilities:• said Rep. Eligio
"Kika" de la Garza, D-Texas,
chairman of the Agriculture
Committee.
The bill, which now goes to
the Senate, earmarks $10
million a year for the next five
years for research at those
schools in an attempt to make
them "full partners with other
land grand colleges and
institutions in cooperative
federal-state research programs!'
"These institutions have
never received the support

envisioned:' said Rep. William
Thomas, R-California.
De la Garza said the Reagan
administration has endorsed
the proposal.
In addition to Prairie View,
school benefiting from the bill
would be Alabama A&M
University and Tuskagee
Institute in Alabama, the
University of Arkansas at Pine
Bluff, Delaware State College,
Florida A&M University, Fort
Valley State College in
Georgia, Kentucky State
University, Southern Universtiy in Louisiana, the University of Maryland-Eastern
Shore, Alcorn State University
in Mississippi, Lincoln University in Missouri, North
Carolina A&T State University, Langston University in
Oklahoma, South Carolina
State College, Tennessee State
University, and Virginia State
University.

Summer Jobs, Grad Fellowships
Available In Engineering
One hundred fellowships
will be awarded to minority
students for 1982 by the
National Consortium for
Graduate Degrees for Minorities in Engineering, Inc.
(gem).The Consortium, organized in 1976, is a joint venture
of thirty (30) engineering
colleges and thirty-six (36)
engineering employers that
have joined together to provide
opportunities for minority
students to pursue master's
degrees in engineering.
Candidates for participation
in this program are selected
from the following American
Indians, Black Americans,
Mexican Americans, and
Puerto Ricans. The minimum
academic requirement for the
student at the time of application is enrollment in the
junior or senior year of
undergraduate study in one of
the engineering disciplines.
Those recently graduated are

also encouraged to apply. An
applicant's record must indicate the ability to pursue
graduate studies in engineering.
Each fellowship pays tuition
and fees plus a stipend of
$4,000 for the academic year
and provides summer engineering employment at an
employer member's laboratory.
The deadline for application
material for consideration for
summer, 1982 is December I,
1981. For further information
and application materials
contact: Howard G. Adams;
Executive Director, GEM·
P. 0 . Box 537; Notre Dame,'
Indiana 46556.
Thus, computer memory
that would have required a
room more than 7 feet in each
dimension in 1953 can now be
encased in the space taken by
eight packs of cigarettes.

THE PRAIRIE VIEW PANTHER

P~blished Bi-Weekly in the Interest of a Greater Prairie
View A and M. University. The PANTHER serves as the
voice of Pantherland.

Prairie View A&M University is open to all, regardless
of race, color, religion, or national origin.
SnFF: ·-···· ........ C. A. Wood, Jack Weeks, Henry Ha\\kin,.
Vanessa Jachon, Gloria Prrez, Brett Horn, Tom Goch, in
Paris Kincade, Roy Pace
'

Any news items, ndvcrtising, or matters 0£ intl'rl'st to '11 IE
PANTHER may he pre,cntrd to tlw Dcpartment of Student
Publications, Room 108-112, New Clu,mX>m Building Telephone 857-2117. C. A. Wood, Puhlication, Dirl'l"lor.
CASS Student Advertising, Incorporated
1633 West Central, Evanston, Illinois 60201

SERVICE AWARD - Mrs. Delia M. Hunt lleft)
Advisor-Director to the Prairie View Parents and Guardians
Association accepts an appreciation plaque from students

for her service to the organization. Making the presentation
is Beatrice Harmon, vice president of the Pan-Hellenic Council.

Special Announcement
The Sunday School of
Prairie View A & M University
is sponsoring a food contribution project for the needy
persons of Hempstead, Prairie
View, and Waller this month.
All staff members, faculty
members, students, and community members are asked to
please help.
You may take your food
item or monen contribution
($.75 for students and $1.00
for st.rff, faculty and community members) to one of
the following locations at the
following dates and times:
1. Sunday School, Room 206
of the Memorial Student
Center Building, September
20, 1981 at 9:30 a.m.
2. Morning Worship Service,
Memorial Student Center
Auditorium, September 20,
1981 at 10:45 a.m.

3. Room 203 of the Memorial
Student Center Building,
September 14 and 18 and
21-23, 1981 at 8:00 a.m.-S:00
p.m..
Let us please make the
needy persons of Hempstead,
Prairie View and Waller
happy by making this
worthwhile effort a success.
Bro. Sam Peters, Sr.,
Sponsor
Bro. Anthony B. Collins,
Superintendent
Sis. Regina Blair,
Asst. Superintendent

A great big welcome to all
those returning, and those
joining anew the Prairie View
A&M University family from
the United Ministries. Now
that we feel the warmth and
ties from a heartfelt welcome,
let me address and challenge us
briefly.
Since the mind controls the
actions and movements of the
body, it is important that the
mind be engaged in the positive
forward gear before the body
goes into motion. To accomplish this goal, let us focus
on an important matter which
affects our world today
"moral and ethical relations"
of our human society.
It seems that a common goal
or motive for coming to Prairie
View A&M University is to
achieve a formal education.
With this as a common presupposition, an idea of "education" should be established.
Some negotiations of "education" or an "educated person"
are: (a) education is not
degrees; (b) just learned and
assimilated facts, lessons and
materials from vicarious experiences; (c) . . . the ability to
speak, use and articulate many
words, languages and cultures,
etc. A general conclusive presupposition of "education" or
an "educated person" is one
with the ability, aptitude,
attitude, knowledge, skills,
and understanding of living in
a human society, adequately

Darnell L.
Walker
Director:
Wesley
Foundation
Pastor:

First United
Methodist
Church, P.V.

providing for him/herself and
their human responsible counterparts with dignity, integrity,
pride and self-respect and
respect of other human
beings. In short, let me share
it as one college president 011ce
said: 'you are here to get a
degree, so that you may get a
"J-O-B:' by which you can
earn "M-O-N-E-Y:• in which
you may "E-A-T!'
Why is it important to consider religion or religious
philosophy in this institutional
setting? This is important to
help set our minds in focus as a
balance in our educational
process, and to remind us to
re-affirm a strong trust in the
diety of our creation. In the
Judea-Christian philosophy,
That source is God, Jehovah,
Yahweh, and Jesus Christ our
elder brother and redeemer of
the past, present and future.
This leads us to our source
book, the Bible: " . . . ,
Inasmuch as ye have done it
unto the least of these my
brethren, ye have done it unto
me!' St. Matthew 25:40. "If a
man say, I love God, and
hateth his brother, he is a liar:
for he that loveth not his
See KOLLAR KORNER, P. 6

Carpet

rnn.

She is a convert to
Catholicism and is presently
organist and C.C.D. Teacher
at Our Mother of Mercy
Church, Ames.
She resides in Ames with her
three children, Anita, Victor
and Danielle. Her plans are to
teach in the Liberty Elementary Schools.

The
Untouchables
The Untouchables of Prairie
View A. & M. University wants
to welcome all new freshmen
to the heart of PANTHERLAND....The Untouchables
are known to be the youngest
CO-ED fellowship on the
campus grounds. The Fellowship's primary function is to
strive academically as well as

"'Your Rexall Store"

SENIOR CITIZEN DISCOUNT

AVAILABLE ON PRESCRIPTIONS
Telephone 8~2445
Nights 826-6920
Hempstead, Texas
, ~

ZIPPY'S DRIVE INN

A Card of Thanks
The Officers, Members and
Pastor of the Center Hill
Primitive Baptist Church,
Highway 6, Center Hill Road,
Hemstead, Texas, wish to
express appreciation to each of
you in the community of
Prairie View, Waller, Hemstead and neighboring cities
for your financial support in
helping us to acquire electrical
service earlier this year at the
church.
Center Hill Primitive Baptist
Church has served this
community for more than a
hundred years. With your
support and help, the
membership is enjoying the
advantage of having electrical
service.
Thank You
May God Bless You
Center Hill Primitive
Baptist Church
Hempstead, Texas

always involved in helping me
with projects whether cooking
fortune cookies, gathering
articles, or picking my kids up
from school!'
Ms. Donatto was valedictorian of her class at Lorraine
Crosby High School in
Hitchcock, where she won first
place and state honors in piano
solo competition and received
the first Principal's Award for
outstanding academic achievement.
She has performed with the
Lee College Jazz Ensemble in
New Orleans and at the
Summit in Houston. For the
past 4½ years, she has played
solo piano and sung at
Magnolia Ridge Country Club
in Liberty. She has also
performed at Walden at Lake
Conroe, Goose Creek, Soul
Lake, The Warwich, and Red

WARD'S PHARMACY

BLACKS SHOW GAIN IN

COLLEGE ENROLLMENT
Twice as many blacks are
attending college today as did a
decade ago, the Census Bureau
reported . The new study
disclosed that more than a
million black students were
enrolled at U.S. colleges and
universities as of last October.
That is a sharp increase from
the 522,000 black college
students reported in 1970. The
increases in black enrollment
were particularly heavy early in
the 1970s, according to the
study.

YOUR DISCOUNT AND
CONVENIENCE STORE
If you're an engineer or computer scientist who
expects something more than the ordinary the
Equipment Group can offer you:
'
• Immediate responsibility-a-; much a.<; you
can handle
• Advanced state-of-the-art electronics
• Tuamwork in small project groups
• A plea<;ant, informal working environment
• Over :20 recreational organizations and
intramural sports
• A uniqu(' eontmuing education program
offered on-site through local universities.
~1ohili1y and flexibility within the Equipment
Gmt~p prmi dl' ~·ou with a variety of opportunities m dPwiopml•nt. design and manufacturing

of a wide range of electromechanical systems:
• Laser electronics • Infrared devices • Air
traffic control radars • Missile guidance and
control systems • Airborne and ground-based
computer ~-ystems for military applications.
You"ll er\joy a progressive lifestyle in Dallas
Texas, or in various other TI locations:
'
• Austin, Tuxas • Lewisville, Texas
• Sherman, Texas • Colorado Springs
Colorado • Ridgecrest, California.
'
The unexpected . .. and more. The
Equipment Group. Send your resume in
confidence to: Ed Haynes,
~
T~xa.<; Instrument,;, P.O. Box 2103,
R1c-harcbon, Tuxas 7!;080.

TEXAS INSTRUMENTS
INCORPORATED

Profile of A Class
Seniors '81-'82

PV Success Story
Reprint from Liberty
Gazette
Valencia Donatto of Liberty
and Ames graduated summa
cum laude from the College of
Education at Prairie View
A&M University on May 3,
1981.
She completed studies for
the Bachelor of Science degree
through a unique program
known as the Evening and
Weekend College, designed
especially for the needs of
adults who have full-time
responsibilities to jobs and
families.
Ms. Donatto stated, "It was
through the foresight of Dr. A.
l. Thomas, president of Prairie
View A&M University , the
innovative efforts of Dr. W.
Webster, director, and the
day-to-day hard work of Dr.
Ema Massiah, associate director, which resulted in a
program dedicated to 'producing productive people!
I give credit to Dr. Massiah
for excellence in teaching and
motivating students. The fact
that all of my education
courses (except one) were
taught by her through this
program was exemplified by
the scores on my National
Teacher Examination, which
were in the top 15'1• of the
national sample.
Special thanks to Dr. Harry
Hendricks, Dean of the
College of Education who was
my advisor and source of
inspiration during my studies
at Prairie View.
"The realization of completing my schooling is to a great
extent because of my motherin-law, Mrs. Freddie Donatto,
who gave me moral and
physical support and was
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"GAS" Available

857-3478

Prairie View, Tx.

PV•Waller Rd.

PEOPLES CLEANERS
DRY CLEANING, ALTERATIONS, LAUNDRY
SERVICE AND LEATHER CLEANING

826-3847 -

Day or Night
P. 0. Box 136

Hempstead, Texas
• 1 - 2 HOUR CLEANING SERVICE

FACULTY-STAFF BANQUET - Dr. A . I. Thomas
gave recognition to faculty and staff members for years of
service to the university during The Annual Staff Banquet.
Student leader Clyde Pikes represented Junior Fellows on
the program.

PV Credit Union Board Votes to
Issue All Savers Certificates
On August 13, President
Regan signed into law his tax

legislation. One of the key
provisions of the tax incentive
portion is the All Savers
Certificate (ASC). Many
questions have arisen
concerning these certificates.
Some of these must await
interpretation by the IRS or by
regulatory agencies. Here are
some of the most commonly
asked questions and the
answers we have received to
them.
1. Wlaat are all savers
certificates?
ASC's are one- year savings
certificates that pay 70 '!eod
the one year T- Bill rate. Toe
minimum denomination is
$500. Toe T-Bill rate is the
rate from the most recent
monthly auction.
2. Can both state and fedenl
credit unions offer ASC's?
Yes. The law states that all
insured financial institutions
can offer ASC's.
3. Wben can credit anions
bepa offering ASC'S?
October I, 1981. This is true

for all financial institutions.
4. Wlaat ls the minimum
amount In wblcll ASC's may
be offered'?

The minimum amount is $500.
At this time it is unclear
whether ASC's are to be made
in multiples of $500 (e.g.,
$500, $1000, $1500, etc.) or if
they can be made in any
amount above $500 (e.g.,
StiOO, $850, $925, etc.) You
will be advised when this has
been clarified.
5. How Is tlae rate of Interest
determined?

The excitement of going to
college, the anticipation of
challenges to come, and the
satisfaction of being a member
of a significant class that has
captured the minds and hearts
of many began in 1978, for the
Senior Class of 1981-82.
Surely, with the echoes of an
inspiring past, built on the
ambitions of concerned class
members, the future will be
more productive and meaningful.
Eventhough every endeavor
required some form of unity,
tribulations did exist. But, the
times of laughter and joy
shared will always be cherished
in our hearts. For sure, the
experience of taking the
initative to accomplish goals
together has given each class
member a reason to get
involved in the class and serve
in a capacity that will naturally
reflect the good intentions of a
class so dear.
Yet, with all the organizing
and extensive planning for
holiday projects, fundraisers,
humanitarian causes, and
various academic oriented
$200/$400 exclusion will
apply.)
11. What tu penalties are
assessed for early withdrawal
ofuASC?
If any funds of the ASC are

withdrawn prior to maturity,
all tax benefits are lost for that
certificate. However, withdrawing funds from one
ASChas no effect on the tax
advantages of other ASC's.

u. Can a member pledse his

ASC u collatenl for a loaa?
the interest yield must equal No. The law states that if he
70'1• of the average investment does so, he loses all tax-saving
yield in the most recent auction advantages for the certificate.
of one year T-Bills. The most 13. Wllat otber penalties, If
recent auction is the one held any, cu a federal credJt 1lllioa
before the certificate is issued. levy oa a member for early
The auction is generally held withdrawal from u ASC?
the 4th Thursday of every It is unclear. If NCUAdoes not
month.
issue any special regulations,
6. Is compoandillg permitted federal credit unions will apply
o■ ASC's?
the current minimum premaYes. However, since the total ture withdrawals penalties on
yield may not exceed 70't'e of certificates ( i.e.,"An amount
the one year T-Bill rate, most equal to the lesser of all
credit unions will find little dividends for 90 days on the
advantage in compounding.
amount withdrawn, or all
7. What ls tile mini man dividends on the amount
matutty of ASC'S?
withdrawn since the date of
ASC's must be issued with a issuance or renewal")
maturity of one year.
14. Wllat aboatstate-dlartered
1- Wbat are tile tu bmeftts of credit uiou?
ASC's for credit a■loa Credit Union Department
memben?
regulations state that ''the
The interest earned on an ASC board of directors shall
is free up to the maximum establish a penalty to be
tax-free dollar amount - - imposed on the withdrawal of
$1000 for an individual and a certificate before maturity."
$2000 for a couple.
You will be notifi~ of any
Does the $1000/$2000 tu--a-

socially. The Untouchables
also provide entertainment of
high quality as well as
promoting activities of high
quality to those students
residing at Prairie View A & M
University.
This new academic year The
Untouchables will act as a
change agent, a motivator, and
an activator of academic
programs. Toe Untouchables
were founded September 25, emption o■ eanlhlp apply to
1980 by two young ambitious eacb year tile certificate ls la
men by the names of Kevin S. foau?
Dennis ( President ) and Darryl No. The ASC program begins
A. Prudhomme. The Fellow- October 1, 1981, and ends
ship now consists of 36 December 31, 1982. Therefore,
members both male and it actually spans three years.
female.
The total amount of all
The Untouchables are also exemptions available for all
starting to get recognition for three years is $1000/$2000.
their promotional abilities, 10. Do earal■1s on otber
which means the group also certificates a credit union may
works with other organiza- lssae offer tbe same tu-extions on the campus grounds emptio■ athantqes to manwith such projects as dances, ben?
talent shows, and fashion No, Earnings on certificates of
shows, and other community deposits, share certificates,
related activities.
money market certificates,
Organizations that are certificates of indebtedness,
interested in what the certificates of investment, and
Untouchables have to offer other related instruments are
you may"d>0taet'thenrat ( 713) considered taxable income.(
For tax year 1981 only, the
857-4762; ask for Dennis.

Tlnsley's
Chlclcen
and
Rolls

programs; the Senior Class has
time to attend to the well-being
of each other. It is so
wonderful to be apart of a
class, which has more time to
LOVE than hate, to PARTICIPATE than observe, to
CREATE than destroy, to
MOTIVATE than discourage,
and to SUCCEED than fail.
That is why, the Senior Class
has supreme potential.
Seniors have a big reason to
(smile), because from this
point on, we are progressing
toward more challenges. Yes,
we are near the top of the hill,
but the mountains are ahead
of us. And, we are going to
climb them one by one, with
great determination.
H. A. Ratcliff
Editor-Reporter
special regulations regarding
penalties for ASC's.
15. Will the League issue an
All Saven Cerflflcate form?
It is our plan to prepare a
cerfificate form for credit
unions. At the present time we
are consulting with NCUA, the
Credit Union Department, the
IRS, and CUNAregarding any
special regulations. We will
notify you when the forms are
ready.
16. If tile couuaer withdraws
the c:ertlflate before maturity,
what does tbat do to the
exduon?

If a saver withdraws any
portion of the certificates
before maturity, then he must
include any excluded interest
from prior years on his tax
return. For example, if a saver
took a $300 tax exclusion in
1981 for ASC income and
redeemed the certificate prior
to maturity in 1982, the $300
of exempt income must be
included in 1982 income, or an
amended 1981 return must be
filed.
17. Are there Uy Haalts OD the
amo ■■t of ASC'S CREDIT
UNIONS MAY ISSUE?

Practically, no. Technically,
yes. Credit unions may issue
ASC's in any amount equal to
their total time and savings
deposits (excluding jumbo
certificates and share drafts )
as of 9-30-31, plus 10 tft of
any net new savings after the
September 30th date. This
imposes virtually no limit on
the amount of ASC's credit
unions may issue.
11. Are tllere UJ restrlcdou
t11e ■se or the
deposited la ASC's?

o■

fn ■d1

Credit unions scored a victory
in this
The first draft of
s« CREDIT UNION, P. 4-A

area.
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Moffrers of PV Attend
South Central Regional
Jaclc andJill Conference

The Wesley Foundation

The 12th Biennial South
Central Regional Conference
of Jack and Jill of America
was held July 23-26, 1981 at
the Sheraton Inn, Alexandra,

Prairie View, Texas

on the campus of

Prairie View A&M University

La.

The theme was Executing
Commitments - Parenting,
Education, and Political Involvement.
In attendance were members
from 14 chapters located
throughout Texas and Louisiana.
The keynote spealcer for the
conference was Dr. Lillian
Parks, National ot Jack and
JiU of America, Inc.
Mrs. Gwendolyn and Mrs.
Olivette Higgs were active
Participants in the conference.
In addition to participation in
the workshops Mrs. Caner was
co-chairperson of the nominating committee, recorder for
the constitution committee and
a member of the Advisory
Council. Mrs. Higgs served as
co-chairperson of awards.
The 1983 Mother' Conference will be held in Missouri
City, Tex.

NOTED HORSEMAN
Ben K. "Doc" Green, noted
Texas horseman and author,
was buried in a 100-footsquare knoll in the Cumby
cemetery, in keeping with bis
pledge, "I never let myself be
crowded in life and, by God,
ain't nobody gonna close in
me when I'm dead!'

I. B. WUD SCHOLARSHIP - P .V. freshman Lila Carden is pictured with her father,
Hoover Carden as she accepts scholarship check and plaque from Texas Agriculture Commiuioner Reagan Brown and Rev. I. B. Loud of Dallas. Miss Carden was valedictorian at
Waller High School last May. (see story)

PRESCRIPTIONS - DRUGS
Where You Get More Than Just

A Welcome and Good Service

CITY DIUG-HEIPSTEAI
826-2496

■
■
USED
CARS

W. W.

Wilkes, Owner·

FORD
Come see our
fine selection
O

f

Ford and Mercury Products

HEMPSTEAD
FORD-MERCURY, INC.
HEMPSTEAD, TEXAS

....s_u_P_Po_R_1_1N_G_T_H_E_P_A_N_T_H_E_R_s_,

high school, having been
secretary of the senior class,
treasurer of the student
council, a participant for eight
years in piano recitals, and had
perfect attendance in high
school.
She is the daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Hoover Carden of
Prairie View.
The scholarship was founded by Agriculture Commissioner Reagan V. Brown and
bis wife Gladys. The selection
committee is composed of Dr.
Alvin Thomas, president of
Prairie View A&M University;
Dr. John King, president of
Huston-Tillotson College, and
Marie Gilbert of Austin.
In establishing the scholarship, Brown stated that be
wished to honor Dr. Loud's
work in black communities,
which "inspired the highest
type of leadership:• Dr. Loud
and Brown worked together in

Awards Given for
NYSP Summer
Enrichment Program
Nine areas youths were
awarded certificates of achcivement for outstanding
participation in the Enrichment Program section of the
nysp program held last
summer on the Prairie View
carnous.
Winners of the prize and
certificate were Juanita May,
Elijah Williams,
Allyn
Thomas, Autiqucroa Lewis
Floyd Smith, Carol Jeffrey:
Sharon
Glover
and
Vernon Williams.
The awards were given for
having outstanding notebooks
and research done on drug
abuse and nutrition.
~~~~~~~~'?~~~~~
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We look to seeing you Sunday, Monday, or Wednesday, or
any combination of times.

PY Girl Wins State Scholarship
Lila Lenoria Carden of
Prairie View bas been chosen
the first recipient of the I. B.
Loud Scholarship, established
to recognize black valedictorians of Texas high schools.
Carden, the 1981 valedictorian of Waller High School,
plans to attend Texas A&M
University. She will major in
computer science with a
specialization in accounting.
She attended Prairie View
A&M Univenity this summer.
Carden was a leader in her

You are invited and urged to accept the opportunity to be a
part of the activities sponsored by the Wesley Foundation, the
Methodist Campus Ministry (MCM). They are for all of the
University family.
REGULAR ACTIVITIES ARE:
Sunday Evening Vesper, 6:30 p.m., M. S. C. Auditorium
Monday, 7:00 p.m., Choir rehearsal and Seminar Class " Survey of the Old and New Testaments;' M. S. C. # 135
Wednesday, 9:00 a.m.-12:00 noon, Fellowship Hour, M. S.
C. # 135
7:00 p.m. - Hour of Decision, M. S. C. # 135
or Auditorium
There arc other occasional offerings which will be announced. Some needs are part time secretarial and office help,
and pianist and choir director. Financial compensation is
available. Come and be a part of the organization and help carry
on the ministry, or just come and enjoy the activities. If you are
interested and wish more information, see the director, the
Reverend Darnell L. Walker, Holley Hall, 2126,3128, or 3929;
faculty advisor, Mr. Samuel Montgomery, B2, Administration
Building, 2627, or the Reverend W. Van Johnson, M. S. C. # 200,

the rural development program
of the Texas Agricultural
Extension Service.
"By next year we should
have the funds to provide
scholarships for every black
valedictorian in the state:•
Brown said. "The greatest
thing you can do for a young
person is to stimulate academic
excellence!•
Those interested in participating in the scholarship fund
may write Agriculture Commissioner Reagan V. Brown, I.
B. Loud S<-hol:irsbip Fund, P.
0 . Box 12847, Austin, Texas
7871 l.

Wood to Lead Volunteers
In Canister Campaign
411 out in supporting this most
Dr. C. A. Wood, Director of
University Communication at
Prairie View A&M, will lead
local volunteers in organizing a
Canister Campaign to be held
in Prairie View, according to
Jack Russell, president of the
Texas Gulf Coast Chapter of
the Cystic Fibrosis Foundation. Upon acceptance of the
chairmanship of this event, Dr.
Wood said, "We hope
residents of this town will go

Elite Secretarial Service
PICK-UP and DELIVERY IN Houston

Research Papers, Term Papers,
Briefs, Proposals, Resumes, Etc.
713/694-2968 or 692-8541 HOUSTON

(LINDA)
NOTARY and COPIES MADE
INCOME TAX SERVICE AVAILABLE

worthy cause. There is
something of interest for
everyone, whether it be helping
with the route, refreshments,
advertising the canister Campaign or actually participat:ina
in it!'
Cystic Fibrosis (CF) the
most serious lung-damaging
disease of children, is
incurable. One in every 1,600
Americans inherits this disease
when they recicve a gene for
CF from each of their parents.
Every day, every eight hours,
someone dies from CF. And
every day, every five hours a
child is born with CF. Half the
CF children born today will
not live past age twenty. Only
through research can we hope
to find a cure or control for
this tragic disease which affects
the lungs and digestive systems
of its victims.
Citizens of Prairie View
wishing to help be volunteering
their time or talents should call
Dr. C. A. Wood at 857-2217
Ext. 2ll7.

BADISCHE CORPORATION ...
a producer of

CHEMICALS
FIBERS & YARNS

~ince its founding on the Te~as G1:1I! Coast in 1958, Badische Corporation ~as becom~ a recognized rising force in the North American
chemicals and fibers and yarns industries.
Today it is a member of the BASF Group, one of the world's largest and
most respected chemical organizations.
With major manufacturing facilities in Williamsburg Virginia· Freeport_. Texas; Anderson, South Carolina, and Arnprior, Canada,
Badische Corporation produces a variety of chemical products and
nylon and acrylic man-made fibers.

We will be interviewing at
Prairie View A&M on October 7, 1 981
. . . see your placement office for details.

i

Badische Corporation

'\.,,,

602 Copper Road
Freeport, TX 77541

~'

~tl\

t,,~,,,,~'::!~-~~~,,~J

~
l.iilitill

Memoer ol tne BA~F Group
an eQual oppOtlu,...,tv ernployer
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Energy

Conservation:

saving The Way Toward Tomorrow
.

The first lecture 1D the
College of Business Summer
Lecture Series of 1981 was on
June 16, 1981 . The spea~er
was Mr. J. W. McE~cr, Seruor
Drilling Engineer with ARCO
Oil and Gas Company,
Houston, Texas.
Mr. McEvcr told ~he
audience that Conservation
has been much more effective
than any of us could have
forecasted two or three years
ago. ARCO began an
education prgram entitled
"The Drive for Conservation"
about I½ years ago . This
program was to edu_cate the
public on ways to. ,~prove
their personal dnvmg cfficicncy by up to 30 percent.
The program has been very
effective.
Conservation has been criticizcd by some people as an
ineffective way to deal with the
energy crisis. It has, however,
proved to be very effedive.
Th~ effectiveness of conservation has worked to the short
term detriment of the oil
companies causing a fairly
severe reduction in demand.
For example, the refmeries of
the United States are presently
operating at 68'10 of their
capacity. This compares with
about 85"7• of operating
capacity just three years ago.
This is putting a strain on the
cash flow of some of the oil
companies. For example,
ARCO is having to bold back
on some of their exploration
efforts because of the reduced
cash flow. I hope that the oil
companies can get their cash
flow adjusted so that we will
not have to significantly reduce
our exploration effort.
If we consider the U. S.
Energy demand by consumer
sector, we find that the barrels
of oil per day equivalent used
by the U.S. will grow from 39
million BOPDE in 1980 to
about 50 million BOPDE
the year 2000. We also find
that the amount of energy used
by the transportation sector
decreased by 6'1, during the
same period.
Next we look at the total
estimated effect by U. S.
energy conservation. This is
presented in the following
graph:
We note from this graph

.
.
that withou~ conse~~uon, we
would be usmg 6 million more
barrels of o~l per day enc~gy
equ!valent 1D ~80. ~n 1~:i
fasbi~n, the sa gs
and 10 th e year ~~ are
estimated to be 16 millio~ and
27 million barr~ls of ~il Pl;r
day saved. This savrngs 1s
based on a 1973 energy usage
rate. In other words, if we had
continued to use energy at the
rate we were using it in 1973,
by the year 2000 we would
have been using almost 80
million BOPDE rather than
the present forecast of a little
more than 50 million BOPDE.
It is interesting to note that
ARCO has reduced its energy
consumption per unity of
production by 2S'lo since 1973.
The refineries were notoriously
energy inefficient in the early
1970's.

energy will grow from a 5"lo
share to 13"lo share by the year
2000 Many decisions about
the s~fety of nuclear energy
must be made for that kind of
owth to occur.
gr Coal is a partial answer to

the U. S . energy shortage. If
we look at the following graph,
we see that it is estimated that

natural gas and oil. The gas is
predicted to drop off from a
peak of 22 trillion cubic feet

use of seismic interpretation in
the finding of new gas reserves.
The U. S. oil supply is 10.5

than 2200 million tom by the
year 2000. This is a little more
than triple the 1980 coal usage.
This is a significant and
surprising growth rate.
Then comes the sad part, •
that is the U. S. Supply of

we will manage to find
significantly more gas and by
the year 2000, we will be
producing about 18 trillion
cubic feet per year. The reason
for this optimsism is due to the
rapid advances made by the

year 2000. Here again, I am
optimistic that our exploration
people a nd th c rapidly
improving seismic science will
permit the U.S. to have about
8 million barrels of oil per day
in the year 2000.

E}~~~,;:;!~ ~:r~£~;:f~ i~:EE~~~~
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This savings is not to
radically change our lifestyle
but just to change the way we
go about things. For instance,
by the year 1990, it is predicted
that lS'fo of the new car sales
will be diesel. The diesel
automobile is about 20"7• more
efficient than a gasoline
powered auto. Also, the
average new car will weigh
1700 pounds by the year 2000
and this compares with 3100
pounds per automobile in
1979. Thus, we will be
traveling at a slower rate of
speed and we will have to
travd liptcr. Our family has
reduced our driving rate by 50
percent. We have done this by
eliminating most long trips and
by conserving on short trips.
We are using 40'1, less
electricity and natural gas. this
is done by lceeping the
thermostat setting at 80
degrees in the summer and 66
degrees in the winter.
If we consider the total U. S.
energy supply, we fmd that the
supply of gas and oil are
estimated to be on a gradual
decline between the year of
1980 and the year 2000. Coal
usage is estimated to increase
substantially during the same
period. Coal is to grow from
19'1, of the total energy supply
to 33'1, by the year 2000.
Nuclear is really an unknown.
The forecast that we arc
considering says that nuclear

Alpha Kappa Alpha News
The Zeta Gamma Omega
Chapter of Alpha Kappa
Alpha Sorority sponsored the
1981 Summer Reading Program at the W. R. Banks
Library, Prairie View A&M
University, June 8 through
July 8.
More than seventy-five
children participated represent
ing grades K through 6. The
program was designed to
reinforce and assist the
children in maintaining and
improving their reading skills.
A program was presented at
the fmal session directed by
Soror Lois Brown, Chairlady
of the Reading Committee.
Grades K - 2 entertained the
audience with a puppet show.
Grades 3 and 4 produced a
flannel-board story narrated
by Paul Brown. Grades 5 and 6
chose a dramatic choral
reading. The Mistress of
Ceremony for.the occasion was
Phaedra Carchings.
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Certificates for participation
were awarded to the children in
the Reading Program. Special
mention was given to Nicole
Bell, Madelyn Muse, Patrick
Briggs, and Kevin Bradford
for their assistance with the
younger children.
The culminating activity was
the releasing of Zeta Gamma
Omega balloons requesting the
finders to please return same to
the Sorority for ascertaining
the distance traveled.
Refreshments were served to
the group.
The Sorority wishes to thank
the children, parents, guardians, and friends for the
excellent cooperation which
contributed in a large measure
to the success of the program.
Special thanks to Mr. Frank
Francis, Head Librarian, and
Dr. Marion Henry, Director of
the Learning Resources Center.
See ALPHAS, Page 4-A

HEAVY Ml 11 ERS
TOUCH BASES ON BATS,

BALLS,AND BRR.

1006 NWELL (Former American
Baseball Great)· Koichi here has
been giving me a new angle on
baseball. It seems the game's a
little different in Japan.
KOICIB NUMAZAWA (Former
Japanese Baseball Great):
-'t.:;, 1'LUi7-<
t,"t,<,J,~bfJ

-c·"tno

-,1,,

ION: That's right The field is

smaller over there.

KOK..: -:>1 'J, ::., :1 - I- -c-,J,~bfJ
~a*A0~~~*btt~~TT~ o
1005: Well, ncm that you mentioned it, I guess you guys are
kinda smaller. Does that mean
you drink Lite Beer 'cause it's less
filling?
KOICHI: 1,.,~:.... 1;1,., L \.'I.I' .:,~t;
Iv -c·"t ~ o

IOH: Tastes great? That's why I
drink it, too! I guess we have a lot
more in common than I thought
KOIC■: -'t0il 1J ! l:'1 -r·"t, B*
(T)lf!f-r-.Li.t:.A IJ 1 tt/v/J'o
1005: Me? I'm too big to play on
a Japanese team
KOICHI: -'t ~ t.i: :. t:tt \.' -r·"t J: , ::.,
3 J: o
1005: Shortstop?! Very funny.

t-t=•~-r--r

FIVE
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Jn Stcmnrtam
Mr. Howard K. Aiken, of

647 8th Street, died Wednesday at 9:25 p.m. at Lincoln

Alphas CONTINUED from Page 3-A
The members of the Reading
Committee included Sorors:
Irma Kendrick, Basilcus; Lois
Brown, Program Chairlady;
Libbie Brown, Joyce Christopher, Ruby Harden, Lonncttc
Jones, Jimmizine Taylor and
Marion Williams.

Hospital, Bronx, New York.
A native of Cottageville,
South Carolina, he was a resident of New York City where
he graduated from Harrin
High School in 1974. He was a
veteran having served in the U.
S. Marine Corps and was employed as a Campus Security
Officer with Prairie View
A&M University while studying for a Bachelor of Science in
Accounting. He was a 1980
graduate of the Texas Law EnJOIN
forcement Academy of Bryan,
Texas.
PANTHER STAFF
Survivors are: wife, Mrs.
June Frazier Aiken, Port
TODAY
Arthur; parents, Mrs. Ellastine
Aiken Stokes and Billie Stokes, Howard K. X. (Kennyl Aiken
New York; daughter, Shaniqua
Aiken; in-laws, Mr. and Mrs. - ~ ~ ~ : : ~ ~ ~ - - - - - - - - - - - George Frazier, Jr., Port ,.
--:,
SPECIA UST
Arthur; aunts Virginia Eaddy
1
and Pamela Adams, New
•
IN IUIAL
York, Hurlene Murray, Wal•
,',
1
terboro, South Carolina,
fUCTIIFICA TION
Dorothy Aiken, Round 0,
~
South Carolina, and Laura P. ' Aiken, Atlanta; uncles Michael
Aiken, Round O, Roudolph
Murray, Walterboro, Ardell

INTERESTED IN
PUBLICATIONS?

PARENTS DAY - A few parents are pictured discussing university offerings with
staff during recent observance sponsored by the Parents and Guardian Association of
Prairie View.

Credit Union to Issue All Saver Certificates
CONTINUED from Page 1-A

their savings gains fromASC's
in mortgage-related loans. This
provision would have excluded
most credit unions from

the bill required all financial
institutions, including credit
unions, to reinvest 7SOJ, of

MANAGERIAL
TRAINEES
COLLEGE SENIORS
OR GRADUATES
Must desire responsibility and be willing to
travel. Liberal benefits, good salary, and
job satisfaction. Coll: U. S. Coast Guard,
collect, (504) 589-6291.

participating in the All Savers
Certificate program. Through
the efforts of your League and
CUNA and through contacts
made by credit union people
with their Congressmen, credit
unions were exempted from
this requirement. The final law
places no restrictions on the
credit union's use of funds
deposited in ASC's.
19. What Is the relationship of
asc's to tbe current $200/$400
interest exclusion for 1981?
Interest earned on ASC's has
no bearing on the existing
$200/$400 interest exemption.
ASC interest during tax year
1981 is excludablc in addition
to the $200/ $400 provision.
, (In other words, you get both)
The $200/$400 provision
expires at the end of 1981.
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Eaddy, New York, and Lee
Frank Adams, Fort Paris,
I
Florida; sister-in-law, Lydia
Frazier; brothers-in-las, KenP. 0. Box 158
Bellville, Texas 77418
ncth and Eric Frazier; a host of
nephews,
nieces, other rela- . __ _ _ _Phone
tives
and friends.
_ _713/865-3172
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___,
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1Kapla1,
!Chairman

Cystic fibrosis

undation

Our public men are speaking
every day on something, but
_..._ _ _ _ _...,._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _,,. they -Will
Rogers
ain't saying
anything.
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A Service to The Prairie View Community for Over Forty Two Years

LOANS: Share Secured
Ilea) Estate
Personal

SHARES: (SaYilgsJ

10% Annual Percentage Rate
12% Annual Percentage Rate
15% Annual Percentage Rate
7% Annual Percentage Rate

OUR MOTIO: ..Not for Profit
Not for Charity
But for

sero1ce·

Marshall Chevrolet-Olds
in Hempstead
11

We Clobber Big
City Prices''

OFFICE LOCATION: P. V. Alumni House

CHEVROLET
HEMPSTEAD
826-2411 ,..

HempstNd

munity. The Guard can give
you more options in your lifeand more control over your
financial future.
If that sounds like where
you want to be, see your financial aid officer, contact
your local Anny National
Guard recruiter, or use the tollfree number below for complete details on how the Guard
can help you pay for college.
And help in a lot of other
ways, too. But huny! These
special programs for college
students are available for a
limited time only.
·

The Guard is
America at its best.

ARMY
NATIONAL

GUARD

In Hawaii: 737-5255; Puerto Rico: 723-4550; VU'Qin Islands (St. Croix): 773-6438;

CHEVROLB-OLDS., lllt $
P. 0. Box 983 -

Assistance Program, and the
Enlistment Bonus Program.
And you don't have to wait for
graduation to take advantage
of them. You couldjoin the
Guard right now.
You see, the Army National Guard is part-time. After
your initial training, it takes
Just two days a month and two
weeks of annual training a
year to serve. So there's plenty
of time left for your studies.
And you get paid for every
hour you put into the Guard,
so you11 have extra cash for
books, lab fees, and all those
other little expenses that
come up.
Of course, there's more
to the Guard than money. It's a
chance to do something good
for your coui:i.try, as well as for
people right in your own com-

Call toll-free: 800-638-7600.

.-., LAWRENCE MARSHALL

OFFICE HOURS: tv1onday thru Friday 9:00 - 6:00 p.m.

PHONE, (713/ 857-4925)

OUT
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PRAIRIE VIEW A&M UNIVERSITY
EMPLOYEES FEDERAL

P. 0. BOX 2606
PRAIRIE VIEW, TEXAS
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ANNOUNCING THREE NEW
ARMY NATIONAL GUARD
PROGRAMS THAT CAN HELP
YOU PAY FOR COLLEGE.
If you're like many college students, the closer you
get to your degree, the deeper
you get into debt. But, you
don't have to get in over your
head. Not when you join the
Army National Guard.
Because now, the Guard
has three new programs to
help you pay for college: the
College Loan Repayment Program; the Educational

OUJllll081l.E
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HOUSTON

Maryland: 728-3388; in Alaska, consult your local phone directoiy.
Program lenDI. payment amoun11 and eligibillty n,qulremenm ~ to change. AD progmns noc available In an 11a1e1.
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PV Artist to Exhi/Jn
ON S Wom in Atlanta

M

AG STUDENT WELCOMED - Pictured left to right are Mr. Lee, parent; Youth
Development Specialist, Doaaic Pennywell-Rolla; New student Arnold Lee; and Cooperative
Exteneioa Adm.inietrator Hoover Carden. Arnold Lee i8 a freshman majoring in Agriculture
and la one of several student.I who were recruited by memben of the Cooperative Extension

swr.

Kollar Korner CONTINUED from Page 4

brother whom he hath seen,
how can he love God whom he
hath not seen? And this
commandment have we from
him, that he who lovcth God
love his brother also!' I John
4:20,21.
Such references deal with the
right relations between we
human beings; i.e., "Moral"
and "Ethical" relations. Let us
consider a "Moralberry Cake"
taken from a joint study
entitled "Values and Moral
F.ducation In Schools:• by the
University at Albany and the
Secondary City School District. This moralbcrry cake
asks several questions, among
them is "What is a moral
person 7'' The slice of the
three layer cake answcrina the
question, lists layers of: (J)

Cognition - Process of
knowing, perceiving, or perception; (2) Affection - State
of mind toward something;
disposition, inclination; (3;
Behavior Manner of
conduct, carriage of oneself.
This suggests that to be
morally acceptable, one must
know, have the mental
dllpOlitioa leading to positive
attitudes, and mlllC perform in
accordance with the conceived
right. Performance is important; but before performance,
the affection, attitude or
disposition is crucial to the
behavior.
Finally, it is believed that the
moral and ethical question can
be very favorable if we
remember to immularc the
Master Teacher: 'love ye one
another as I have loved you! In
the name of the Father, Son
and Holy Spirit. Amen.
'
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"Family and Spirit" an
exhibition of artwork by
Prairie View artist Clarence
Talley will be held at the
Neighborhood Art Center in
Atlanta, Gcogia. The exhibit
will usher in the fall art season
at the center.
The openfog will be Sunday
September 13, 2:00 to 4:00
p.m. and will hang through
October 8.
The exhibit consist of
paintings and collages. Some
arc recent works and the
others arc pan of the artist
private collection.
The more recent paintings
arc included in a series entitled
" Family'.' The corner stone of
this series is an acrylic
painting entitled "Christ in
the Family!' It was created
around the belief that the

~

, '

Family should be anchored to

a solid rock . . . others
included in the series arc the
"Prophet:• " Trust and Delight" and "Angel!' They arc
all reflective of Talley's recent
style and contemporary approach.

Prior to the exhibition, Mr.
Talley exhibited in the Union
Gallery at Louisiana State
University. He is a member or
the Art Department College of
Industrial Education and
Technology.

the Y#Orld's great problem solvers.
E-Systems "pioneering" in communications,
data, antenna, intelligence
and reconnaissance projects results in systems that
are often the first-of-a-kind
in the world.
For a reprint of the
Gauss illustration and
information on career opportunities with E-Systems
in Texas, Florida, Indiana, Utah or Virginia, write:

Lloyd K. Lauderdale, V.P. Research and Engineering,
E-Systems, Corporate
Headquarters, P.O.
Box 226030, Dallas,
Texas 75266.
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~-SYSTEMS

The problem
solvers.
An eq,at oppo'1ur, ly employer MF H V
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Panthers to Open Home
Schedule With Jackson State

E•Syste111S continues
the tradition of
Recognized with
Archimedes and Newton as
one of the three greatest
mathematicians, Karl Gauss
also pioneered math in
astronomy, gravitation, electricity and magnetism.
E-Systems engineers
are continuing in his footsteps today. They are
pioneering technology and
solving some of the world 's
toughest problems in
electronic transmission
and signal-reception in an
interference and noise
background using basic
Gaussian concepts.

t

Prairie View will open the
1981 home football and
Southwestern Athletic Conference football season Saturday against Jackson State at
Blackshear Field.
The Panthers host Jackson
in the first of two consecutive
SWAC games, playing Southern at Rice Stadium ~he
following week before ~ g
to the road to play Gramblina
in Grambling on October 3
and to Dallas to tackle Bishop
October 10 and then to Seguin
to play Texas Lutheran before
getting an off date . .
SW TEXAS 56 - PV 0
The Panthers were ambushed in their first outing
losing, 56-0, to Southwest
Texas with Bobcat quarterback Mike Miller leading the
way with 263 total offense
yards, 222 through the air on
JO of 12 passes. Miller also
scored two touchdowns and
passed for another.
Donnie Williams scored two
first quarter touchdowns for
the Bobcats puttina the
Panthers in a hole they could
never climb out of.
Norman Briscoe, Lee Benford, Jerry Rand and Wilbert
Meyers were bright spots for
the Panthes in a dismal
Saturday nighL

Briscoe came off the bench
in the second half and wound
up as the leading Panther
rusher with 4S yards on 13
carries. Benford, a junior
defensive back from Houston,
wound up as the leading
Panther tackler with 12, Rand
ran baclc seven kickoffs for
164 yards and threatened

several times to break lose and
run one back all the way.
Meyers punted six times for
a 36.3 average.
John Zachary, also came up
as a shining star being in on a
bunch of tackles and recovering two fumbles.
" We have our work cut out
for us with the four teams we
open the season with;' said
Cornelius Cooper. Southwest
Texas won the Lone Star
Conference last year and is
picked to win it again.
Jackson State shared the
SWAC crown with Gramblina
last year and were tabbed to
finish second. Southern has a
new coach in Otis Washington
and was rated as the team to
surprise in the SW AC and
Grambling is picked to repeat
as SWAC champion.
The Panthers also had some
injuries in the Southwest
Texas game sending three
stellar players to the sidelines.
Junior defensive back James
Hayes broke a fmgcr and will
be out for the season.
Defensive end Joseph James
strained a ligament in his knee
and will be out six to eight
weeks and junior defensive
tackle Johnny Allen bruised
his hand and will be out three
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Wa/terS Wins PV-Schlitz
Golf Tournament

TO

.C

GOLF TOURNAMENT eponsm'ed by Green Grain
Company of Brenham, Scblltz Beer Distributors.

Gary Walters, former Prai-

ric View All Conference
golfer, won the Prairie
View-Schlitz Athletic Depart.
mcnt benefit golf tournament
at Hempstead Golf and
Country Club.
Walters , from Paris , Tx.
shot a 2-undcr par 71 to beat
former Panther golfer Bart
Perez and former Prairie View
golf coach Robert Kinney who
both had 76.
Walters who won the
medalist h~nors in last years
Southwestern Athletic Conferencc tournament, had three
birdies on his first nine-hole
round and added one bogic on
the back side for his total.
Ron Leverett won the first
flight with an 86 and Dr.

Phillip Kitchart won the
second flight with 93.
Top Fo~r F~shc~s:
Championship Flight: Gary
Walters 34-37 - 71 ; Robert
Kinney 38-38 - 76; Ba~t
Perez 37-39 - 76; Dr. caJvm
White 41-41 - 82.
First Flight: Ron Lever~tt
44-42 - 86; Henry Hawkins
45-44 - 89; George Reynolds
44-46 - 90; Leroy Moore
48-46 - 94.
Second Flight: Phillip Kitchart 48-45 - 93; Williams
Reid 49-47 96; Tellis
Sauceda 48-S0 - 98; Samuel
Good 59-53 - 102.
One of the greatest sources
of energy is pride in what you
arc doing. -Spokes

weeks.
Four other players suffered
assorted bumps and bruises
but should be ready for the
Jackson game, Cooper said.
"The open date gives us a
chance to regroup, go back to
the drawing board and get
ready for Southwestern Athletic Conference action!'

Upcoming Athletic Events
FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 11CROSS-COUNTRY (Men and Women) - Jackson at Prairie
View, 11:00 a.m.
SATURDAY, St:PTEMBER 19FOOTBALL - Jackson at Prairie View Blackshear Field, Prairie
View, 1:30 p.m.
SATURDAY, SEl'TEMIIIER J.6CROSS-COUNTRY (Men and Women) - Southern at Prairie
View, 10:00 a.m.
FOOTBALL - Southern vs. Prairie View, Houston, Texas, Rice
Stadium, 7:30 p.m.
SATURDAY, OCTO■ER 3 CROSS-COUNTRY (Men) - Prairie View at Grambling, Gramblina, Lousiana.

24-HOUR SELF SERVICE
or

HEMPSTEAD WASHATERIA
TOP LOADING SPEED QUEEN

and
DOUBLE-LOAD PHILCO BENDIX MACHINES
Next Door to Pick & Pay food M,1rket
Hempstead, Texas

YOUR PATRONAGE APPRECIATED

FOOTBALL - Prairie View at Grambling, Grambling, Lousiana
Memorial Stadium, 7:30 p.m.
SATURDAY, OCTOBER ItCROSS-COUNTRY (Men) - Prairie View at LeToumeau Invitational, Lon,view, Texas.
FOOTBALL - Prairie View vs. Bishop, Dallas, Texas, Forrester
Field, 7:30 p.m.
THUIISDAY, OCTONR 15 BASKETBALL (Men and Women) -

Practice Starts

SATURDAY, OCTOIID 17 CROSS-COUNTRY (Men) - Prairie View at Louisiana Slate Invitational, Baton Rouge, Louisiana.
FOOTBALL - Prairie View at Texas Lutheran, Seguin, Texas,
Matador Stadium, 7:30 p.m.
nIDAY, OCl'OU:ll 23 CROSS-COUNTRY - Prairie View at Terlingua Track Club
Meet, Houston, Texas.
SATIJRDAY, OCTOaEl 31 FOOTBALL - Mlssisaippi Valley at Prairie View, Blacltsbcu
Field, I :30 p.m.

HEMPSTEAD CLEANERS
DRY CLEANING
Alterations Phone 826-3798

Laundry Service
12th and Austin

Hempstead, Texas
1-DAY DRY CLEANING SERVICE

It might be a nuclear sub or a billion
dollar aircraft carrier. At the Norfolk
Naval Shipyard, you can provide engineering support for the maintenance
and testing of the most sophisticated
technology in the world, with hands-on
experience that will challenge your
personal creativity, stimulate and enhance your engineering knowledge, and
accord you a good measure of responsibility on important projects.
Our shipyard recruiter will be on campus on

OCT 7, 1981

GUARANTY BOND STATE BANK
MEMBER F. D. I. C.
Waller, Texas

A General Information Meeting will be held on

OCT 6, 1981
An ,...0ppol'1unll1~U.S. Cllas ...........

Located in the Tidewater, Virginia
area, the shipyard is surrounded by a
vast array of recreational and cultural
actjvities. Just minutes away, the res<?rt
city of Virginia Beach hosts. ~ater activities of all types and descnpt10i:-s. Also,
the shipyard is just a short drive from
the Blue Ridge Mountains with its spectacular fall foliage and numerous
winter ski resorts.
•

Mrs. S.M. Peters
Code170.3
Norfolk Naval Shipyard
Portsmouth, Virginia 23709
Call Collect: (804) 393-7340
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1981-82
Acadetnic Year
Begins
TWILIGHT and EVENING
CLASSES STILL OPEN

SCENES FROM PV-SW Texas State game in San Marcos Saturday Night.

THE PANTHER
PRAIRIE VIEW A&M

1ng settled on the yard

